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The climatology of minor species in the 80-150 km is important to the thermodynamics of the region,
especially carbon dioxide and methane, which have large cooling effects on the region. Atomic oxygen, HOx,
and COx, all participate in a cycling process, which can only be understood (modeled), only as well as the
chemistry and vertical diffusion transport.

Constituents in the MLT, diffusively transport as molecular compounds from a chemically active region
below 100 km, upward, to a photo-dissociation region. There, dissociation takes place, where simpler
molecules and atoms are formed, which diffuse downward completing the cycle. The measured quantities
to characterize and model the processes are the constituent distributions and vertical transport velocities.
Measurements include classical passive methods coupled with Doppler LIDAR.

The morphology of the transport is the weakest, and least understood link in the process. Atomic oxygen
is a key participant in the compounds, a participant in all the compounds. It is through the combined
measurements of the constituent distributions and diffusive transport, that the constituent distributions and
cycles, can be understood.

1 Identify essential science investigations necessary for major ad-
vancements in solar and space physics.

Atomic oxygen, a dominant constituent in the thermosphere, is diffusively coupled to it’s reservoir in the
mesosphere (80-105 km). Production varies with solar cycle, with season in a given hemisphere, and with
seasons where gravity wave sources and wave filters vary, propagating from below. Atomic oxygen density,
at any point in time, is most critical to the chemistry and role in forming molecular compounds including
CO and CO2, critical to the thermodynamics of the region.

The airglow observations of OH (night, 80-97 km) made by SABER [8, 6], analysis of CO and CO2

profiles from SABER [9], and the 12 years of Envisat SCIAMACHY [11] measurements of OH and O(1S)
by SCIAMACHY provided mean O density describe global mean kzz profiles from 80-105 km, based on well
established recombination chemistry, initially described by [1], and modified by [10].

Global average intra-annual variation (2x) in O density has been modeled with assumptions of variation
in eddy transport (kzz), a paramaterized method of turbulent transport, and a near constant O density in the
mesosphere [7]. Intra-annual and hemispherical variation in the O density in the MLT is predictable, given
the asynchronous nature of the production and loss of O. The O dissociation varies with solar inclination
(season) and the eddy flux from below varies with orography, especially mountainous regions, as well as by
dynamic filtering and ducting below 80 km. The hemispherical differences in O density are expected to be
significant. The TIMED SABER instrument has measured O densities in the MLT region for 17+ years,
with significant, intra-annual AO and SAO [work in progress, Vargas, et. al]. There are significant changes
in the transport velocity with altitude in the 80-115 km, with traditional GW breaking effects below 97 km,
and shear from tides (97-115 km) [5], above. What is the global and the intra-annual variability of these
two, seemingly separately forced turbulent regions? The global mean kzz is largest above 97 km [10].

Without the details of temporal/spatial (80-115 km) distribution of kzz, one can’t predict or model, the
O density, nor it’s chemical products, with the precision required.
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2 Use the desired investigations to identify the research and ca-
pability development needed to meet the requirements of these
missions.

Modeling of the atmospheric transport with the physics of the chemistry and dynamical processes are critical,
such as found in the TIMED-GCM and WACCMX models. A mechanistic chemical model study by [3] was
a state of understanding describing the minor density profiles of the atomic and molecular compounds in the
MLT, where bi-direction transport is paramount to the process, such as downward diffusive transport of O
and the return flux (upward) of O2.

Composition and dynamic measurements are necessary, globally, from 80-150 km, for such a study.
TIMED-SABER has measured most constituents 80-110 km. Wind measurements, such as those measured
by ICON, from 90-150 km daytime, and 90-110 km at night. Ideally, composition and winds, globally, from
80-150 km, and turbulence from 80-115 km is crucial for the cycling study described herein. Constituent
models define a few constituents, such as H2, which are difficult to measure.

Certainly, event measurements such as those from a series of rocket and ground measurements can play a
significant role, and should be continued to support the understanding of physical processes in the MLT. Dif-
fusion times, however, are several weeks to a month, so averages over that time from are necessary, requiring
satellite platforms to measure intra-annual and long term variabilities. Advection processes associated with
waves and oscillations necessitate seasonal sampling over several years. Long term trends necessitate many
10’s of years. Atomic oxygen may, for example, continue to decrease over a prolonged solar minimum period.
O chemical recombination loss can continue with near constant eddy fluxes and downward transport, but
production via dissociation is minimal.

3 Recognize research needed in the next decade to prepare for
the long-term research goals.

Models: Add the sophistication of loss chemistry and bi-directional constituent transport to a MLT dynamic
models.

Measurements: Composition and temperature, 80-150 km, 1 km resolution below 115 km, 3 km above,
including O, CO, CO2, HOx, N2, O2, T. Measure turbulence and breaking GWs, and/or their effects, 80-115
km.

4 Recognize work needed to ensure a pipeline from basic research
to pre-application research and then into operational needs, in-
cluding the operations-to-research loop that strengthens fore-
casting and other predictive capabilities.

Models: Add the sophistication of loss chemistry and bi-directional constituent transport to the MLT dy-
namic models.

Measurements: Repeat the SABER instrument to continue the climatology of MLT T and constituents.
Explore methods including LIDAR to cover 80-150 km O densities, day and night, incorporating methods
developed by ground based Na lidar [4, 2]. 135.6 nm O density (and Doppler T) profiles using LIDAR from
LEO is possible, but requires a laser power of 10 mW-1 W. Average powers of 10’s of /muWs are readily
achievable with today’s semi-conductor technologies, but higher powers combined with 1-4 m2 aperture
receivers are required for the altitude range, especially to the MLT altitudes from a LEO orbiter. Fielding
LIDAR on ISS or a similar platform where the required electrical power of ≥0.5 kW is available. Technological
studies are required to implement the laser process as well as to develop optical efficiencies in those processes.
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